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The Last Loft Apartment.1 Bedroom Plus Study

Convenience, quality and sophisticated modern style combine for an amazing lifestyle with this designer high-rise

apartment in Macquarie Park's NBH at Lachlan's Line urban village. Situated in the sleek architectural Hideaway building

on the upper levels, it brings light, space and views to its list of many advantages and provides a well-designed living space

that commands sweeping panoramas over the surrounding area.Located just 250m from the train station, this community

provides a convenient living experience with a new retail precinct featuring Coles, eateries, cafes and childcare facilities

all located just beneath your feet. Offering easy accessibility to the CBD, national parks and golf courses, Lachlan's Line

delivers a premium lifestyle that is truly well-connected.1 Bedroom + Study in the Halifax St 'NBh' Apartments by

Greenland.About NBH:Live above expectations. These prestigious new apartments are perfectly positioned above a

bustling town square at the heart of the new Lachlan's Line masterplan. More than buildings, this vibrant precinct of

exclusive apartments is an iconic new destination for Sydney. Four worlds in one, NBH at Lachlan's Line represents

superior design, green open spaces, unparalleled lifestyle and the centrepiece of a new urban village.The result is a

connected and close-knit community that uplifts everyone who enters.NBH feels much more than an address. NBH feels

like you belong.Featuring:- Spacious high level Apartment to suit First Home Buyers and Investors- Designed by

award-winning architectural firm Turner- Enclosed winter-garden flows off the living space and bedroom- Generous open

plan design with timber floor throughout living areas- Quality designer kitchen with Smeg kitchen appliances- Ducted

air-conditioning, designer bathroom and internal laundry- A large bedroom with built-in plus a separate study area-

Landscaped grounds and residents' outdoor swimming pool- Video intercom, laundry with dryer, air-conditioning, NBN

internet- 250m from North Ryde Train Station and 12km to Sydney CBD- 1 train stop to Chatswood, 2 train stops to

Macquarie University & Macquarie Centre- 5,000sqm of curated retail including a Coles supermarket and specialty

stores, restaurants, cafes, beauty shops, chemist, medical centre etc- Resort lifestyle with an exclusive resident's pool,

lush private landscape and barbecue facilities- Expansive parklands, children's playground and exciting public art- Pet

friendly buildingContact Information:For inquiries or to schedule a viewing of this brand-new gem, please contact Lori at

0490 498 560.Disclaimer:All information contained herewith, including but not limited to the general property

description, price and address, is provided to Leading Capital Group by third parties. We have obtained this information

from sources we believe to be reliable; however, we cannot guarantee its accuracy. The information contained herewith

should not be relied upon and you should make your own inquiries and seek advice in respect of this property or any

property on this website.


